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Abstract: Using the Janus LLNL and Omega facilities, we
w are using laser energy to geenerate shock and
a quasi‐isentrropic
compression of monocryystalline, polycrrystalline , and nanocrystalline
n
e FCC and BCC metallic specim
mens(Cu, Ni, V). We have
investigated the internal defects generaated by experim
mental and com
mputational (MD
D) means. By co
omparing experimentally
observed and computationally predicteed structures wee can obtain neew insights into
o the fundamen
ntal deformation mechanisms..
We have also
a investigateed the mechanisms of spall inittiation, propagation, and fragmentation.

1.

INTRODUCTIO
ON: LASER CO
OMPRESSION

h
A numbeer of proposaals for dislocaation generatioon in shock ccompression have
been advvanced over tthe years, butt none of theem have beenn critically tessted.
Several models
m
of the physics occurrring at the shoock front (where the materiial is
rapidly deformed
d
plaastically) havve emerged over the yeaars: (a)TheSm
mith
interfacee, composed oof supersonic dislocations originally
o
propposed in 19500 [1]
and upddated, modifiied, and quaantified by Weertman et
e al. [2-4]. (b)
Conventiional Orowan
n dislocation multiplicatioon; Johnson aand coworkerss [5,
6] have im
mplemented tthese conceptss. (c) Homogeeneous disloccation generaation
at or behind the shockk front; generaation-controlleed residual disslocation denssities
Meyers [7, 8].
8 (d) Stacking-fault mu
ultiplication; this
were callculated by M
proposal by Zaretsky [9] attempts to reconcile reesults of flash X-ray diffracction
with stacking-fault genneration at thee shock front.
In the
t strain ratee range from 106 to 1010s-1, deformationn mechanismss are
less welll understoodd and convenntional deforrmation mechhanisms are not
applicablle. An additionnal complexitty is introduceed by nanostruuctured metalls, in
which thee mechanismss of plastic deeformation aree significantlyy different. Figure
1, based on an Ashbyy plot, schem
matically show
ws a temperatuure vs. strain rate
wn) and exttreme (unknoown)
diagram in which conventional (i.e. know
deformattion rate fieldds are markedd. The objective of the reesearch descrribed
herein iss to employy laser-induceed compression identify the deformaation
mechanissms operatingg in this unknoown regime.

Figurre 1:Unknown
n deformation
regim
mes for laser indduced shocked
materrials.

The regimes obtaiined by laser shock
s
are indeeed extreme annd cannot be accessed
a
by oother experimeental methods.
F
The expeerimental faciilities of Jupitter and Omegga enable uniqque materials experiments. As we embaark in the NIF
(Nationall Ignition Faccility) era, it iss imperative to
t understand the basic phyysics of plastiic deformation
n of advancedd
materialls
in
thee
extreme
regimess
created under thesee
conditioons.

Figure 2:
2 (a) Strain ratees in gas gun, laaser shock and isentropic comppression (b) corrresponding
residual temperatures ass a function of pressure
p
for two cases(from Jaarmakani et al.[[10]).
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Thee
currentt
emphasiis on Omegaa
and Jupiter laserr
ments
iss
experim
shifting from shockk
isentropicc
to
compresssion. Theree
are
distinctt
differencces betweenn
the two compressionn

modes, th
he most imporrtant being th
he strain rates during the loaading stage an
nd the maximuum temperatu
ure.Figure 2(a))
[10] show
ws the strain rates calculaated for gas-g
gun shock and
d isentropic compression
c
oof copper, as well as laserr
isentropicc compression
n. The strain rates
r
for shock
k compression
n are several orders of maggnitude higherr than for gas-gun isenttropic compression. The strrain rates in laaser isentropic are higher than in gas gun but still signiificantly lowerr
than in shock.
s
The reesidual tempeeratures are allso correspon
ndingly differeent, with shoock compressiion producing
g
temperatu
ure rises that lead to meltting at pressu
ures much bellow those forr isentropic coompression (F
Fig. 2b).Thus,
quasi-isentropic comprression is neceessary to acceess the pressurre regime of 100 GPa and bbeyond.
2.

SHOCK AND
D ISENTRO
OPIC COMPR
RESSION: C
CHARACTER
RIZATION

For copper and Cu-Al
C
alloys, it was demon
nstrated by ou
ur group that there are cleaar differencess in the defectt
mation (shock and isentropiic). Specificallly, the onset of
o twinning iss
structuress generated byy the two modes of deform
translated
d to a higher pressure in isentropic
i
com
mpression. Ass an illustratio
on, we cite heere the prediccted transition
n
pressuress for copper. The threshold
d pressure is approximately
y 15 GPa for shock comprression and 30
0GPa for laserr
quasi-isentropic-compression[10].
3.

SHOCK CO
OMPRESSION
N: MOLECU
ULAR DYNA
AMICS MOD
DELING

This section is a summary off the work by
y Jarmakani et
e al. [11] an
nd Cao et al.[12]. Molecu
ular Dynamicss
simulatio
ons were carrried out using
g the Large-sccale Atomic/M
Molecular Maassively Paraallel Simulatorr (LAMMPS))
code [13], a EAM potential develo
oped by Mish
hin et al. [14,115]. This poteential was fittted to give a stacking-faultt
[
for Ni an
nd 45 mJ/m2 for
f Cu [15]. EAM views each
e
atom as embedded in
n a host latticee
energy of 125 mJ/m2 [14]
consisting of all otherr atoms. Each
h atom in the system is vieewed as an im
mpurity that iss part of a host of all otherr
atoms. Th
he “embeddin
ng energy” of the impurity is
i determined by the electro
on density of tthe host before the impurity
y
is added. The energy oof an atom or impurity is reepresented as a function of the electron density
d
at the atom site pluss
o-static interacction due to th
he host [16]:
an electro

Ei = Fi ( ρ i ( Ri )) +

1
∑ ϕ( Rij )
2 j

(1))

whereρi is
i the electronn density of th
he host atom i,, φ is the shortt range electro
o-static pair potential as a function
f
of thee
distanceR
Rij between attomsi and j, and F is the “embedding energy”
e
as a function
f
of th
he host electro
on density,ρi ,
induced at
a site iby all other
o
atoms in
n the system. The
T total enerrgy is a sum ov
ver all individdual contributiions.

Figure 3:S
Shock compresssion of Ni along
g [001]; Up=0.7
786 km/sec (a) S
Stacking faults, view along lonngitudinal z direection; (b) scheematic
representattion of partial dislocation loop formation; (c) Dislocation interface as repressented by Meyeers [7].

For better
b
visualizzation of defeccts (dislocatio
ons, stacking faults,
f
twins), the “centrosym
mmetry” paraameter is used,
to identiffy defective attoms (dislocattion cores and
d stacking faullts). It is of thee form [17]:
6
r r
C = ∑| ri + ri +6 |2

(2))

i =1

whereri and
a ri+6 are thee vectors from
m the central atom
a
to the oppposite pair off nearest neighhbors (6 pairs in fcc system,

2

i.e. the coordination nnumber). Atom
ms in perfect fcc lattice possitions have a C equal to zzero, whereas atoms having
g

Figure 4:
4 (a) MD compputed spacing between
b
stackin
ng faults as a fun
nction of pressu
ure for Cu [12] and Ni[11].; (b
b) Holian-Lomd
dahl
plot with
h computed (MD
D) and experim
mentally observeed values [19].

mprise of a no
onzero C valu
ue.
faulty staacking will com
The defect spacinng as a functio
on of shock prressure was
analyzed
d in order to quuantify the ind
duced plasticitty, Figure 4
(a). Cleaarly, the stacking fault sp
pacing decreaases as the
shock preessure increasses. Copper data
d
from Cao
o et al. [12]
and nickeel data from Jaarmakani et al.[11] are plottted. Holian
and Lom
mdahl [19] intrroduced two fundamental
f
d
deformation
parameteers: shock-indduced plasticiity and shock strength.
Shock-in
nduced plasticcity is defined
d as ao/l, wheere aois the
lattice co
onstant, and l is the averagee lattice spacin
ng between
stacking faults. Shocck strength is
i defined ass the ratio
between particle veloccity and speed
d of sound in the
t material,
Up/co. Th
he shock indu
uced plasticity
y as a functio
on of shock
strength is
i plotted in F
Figure 4 (b). MD
M data on Cu
u from Cao
et al. [12
2] and on Ni from
f
Jarmakan
ni et al. [11], predictions
from the homogeneouss nucleation model
m
of Meyers [7], and
ured data fro
om Murr [19
9] are also
experimeentally measu
shown on
n the plot. The
T data show
wn from Mey
yers [7] and
Murr[20]] was extraccted from th
he reported dislocation
densities using the eq
quation

Figure 5:Ptot, σxx, σyy, σzz vss. time step, Up=1.1
= km/sec.

L = ρ −1 , wherre ρ is the

on density an
nd L is the diislocation spaacing. Note
dislocatio
that the plasticity
p
dataa from MD ressults from Caao et al.[12]
and Jarm
makani et al..[11] are con
nsistent with theoretical
calculatio
ons by Meyerrs [7]. The ex
xperimentally determined
shock plasticity of Nii from Murr [19] is, howeever, lower
n order of
than thee theoretical and MD reesults by an
magnitud
de. This sugggests that reelaxation pro
ocesses are
clearly at
a play in real
r
experimeents resulting
g in lower
dislocatio
on densities, as
a will be sho
own below. Figure
F
4 (b)
shows th
he MD plasticcity after releaase whereby an
a order of
magnitud
de drop is evident, synonymous
s
with the
experimeental data by Murr
M [19].
The effect of releaase in the MD
D simulations was
w studied

3

Figure 6: Naanocrystalline N
Ni (a, b) and Cu
u (c) shock
compressed to
t particle veloccity of Up=0.67 mm/µsec (a) 5
nm Ni; (b) 10
0 nm Ni; (c) 10 nm Cu

for comp
parison with ex
xperiments. The
T total ramp time (loadingg +unloading) is 20 ps and the
t pressure was
w allowed to
o
retract baack to zero.Th
he pressure riise due to com
mpression and
d the accompaanying drop due
d to release are shown in
n
Figure 5 for the case oof Up=1.1 km/ssec. Only the defective atom
ms (light) are shown in the figure.Interesstingly, almostt
all the paartial dislocatiion loops disaappear. The sp
pacings betweeen the few reemaining staccking faults were measured,
and the reesulting recov
vered plasticity
y was calculatted.
Figuree 6 showss
three
shocked
d
nanocrystaalline sampless.
The colorr code is ass
follows: th
he dark atomss
are not displaced
d
and
d
are in their
t
originall
minimum energy state,
the light atoms aree
displaced
by
thee
Figure 7:
7 (a) Cross-secctional microhaardness measurrements from 5 positions beneeath crater; (b)
Burgers vector
v
of a
Hardness vs. position.
Shockley partial, thee
red atoms are displaced
d
by a Burg
gers vector off a perfect disllocation, and the orange ato
oms are displaaced by a Burrgers vector laarger than thatt
of a perffect dislocatioon. For the 5 nm grain-sizzed Ni samplee, the total sttrain contribuution due to dislocations
d
iss
dominateed by partialss. Partials maake up ~ 60 % of the totaal strain due to
t dislocationns, and perfecct dislocationss
account for
f ~ 10 %. Th
he contributio
on due to twin
nning was 26 %.
% The total shock
s
strain inn the sample was
w calculated
d
to be ~ 0.13.
0
By subtrracting the strrain due to disslocations from
m the total strrain, one obtaains the strain
n due to grain-boundary
y sliding, 0.116; this represeents approxim
mately 90 % off the total.
In th
he case of the 10 nm grain-ssized sampless, the strain co
ontribution du
ue to partials iss 62.6 % for Ni
N and 56.0 %
for Cu. Perfect disloccations accou
unt for 17.2 % of the dislo
ocation strain in Ni and 20
0.6 % in Cu. The twinning
g
d to 15.7 % in
i Ni. This iss to be expectted since the stacking faultt
contributtion is greaterr in Cu, 19 % as compared
75 % of the total strain in
energy of Cu is signifficantly lowerr. Grain bound
dary sliding accounts
a
for approximately
a
n
both Ni and Cu, signnifying that it becomes more
m
difficultt for larger grains
g
to slidde past one another
a
underr
compresssion. The righht hand portion
n of the simulations do not show the graiin boundaries highlighted in
n light. This iss
due to th
he fact that no
o grain boundary sliding is taking
place beecause the sh
hock front haas not yet trraveled
through that
t
region. The
T contributio
on due to parrtials is
comparab
ble in the 5 an
nd 10 nm grain
n-sized samplles, but
that from
m perfect disloocations is grreater in the 10 nm
samples. Interestinglyy, the twinniing contributtion is
n the 5nm graiin-sized samp
ple (5nm Ni: 25.7
2
%,
greater in
10nm Nii: 15.7 %). Th
his result is in
n agreement with
w the
models proposed
p
by Chen
C
et al. [21] and Zhu et al.
a [22],
where theey show that propensity forr twinning inccreases
with decrreasing grain size. It is also
o in agreemen
nt with
mechanissms for deforrmation of nan
nocrystalline metals
discussed
d by Meyers et
e al.[23].
The dislocation behavior in MD
D does not giive the
k experimen
nts on
same trrend as in laser-shock
nanocrysstalline Ni [22
2, 23], where the grain sizees were
between 30-50 nm. T
The samples in the experriments
Figgure 8:Shock wave
w
propagatedd in Vanadium (250µm) (by
on at the Law
wrence
were preepared by eleectro-depositio
HY
YADES): ○ and
d △ show shocck wave with 100J and 400J
Livermorre National L
Laboratory and
d were subjeccted to
inittial energy prop
pagation, respecctively.
pressuress between 20
0 and 70 GPa
G
via laserr. The
microharrdness of the samples afteer shock-comp
pression was measured, and
a a 5-30 % increase aftter shock wass
observed
d, clearly indiccating dislocaation storage. Figure
F
7 (a) shows
s
a cross--section of a sample
s
with microhardness
m
s
measurem
ments taken aat five positio
ons beneath the
t cratered surface.
s
Figurre 7 (b) show
ws the increasse in hardnesss
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beneath the
t cratered su
urface (a max
ximum at posiition 3 occurs where laser intensity
i
(i.e. deformation is
i greatest). In
n
congruen
nce with the hardness
h
data, TEM examin
nation revealeed heavy dislo
ocation activitty (ρ~ 1016 m2) due to laserr
shock an
nd that full ddislocations were
w
the main
n carriers of pplasticity. Intterestingly, deeformation tw
wins were nott
observed
d in any of the samples, even
n at pressures up to 70 GPaa.
4.

FRAGMENT
TATION

Fragmentation was studied in
and
monocrystalline
polycrysttalline vanaadium by
means of laser coompression
followed by tension produced by
n at the bacck surface.
reflection
The expeeriments were carried out
at the Janus
J
Laser facility, at
LLNL. The
T initial laser intensity
was variied from 160
0 to 440 J.
Figure 8 shows the preedictions of
pressure as the wave travels into
ntensities of
the targets for laser in
Figure 9:Spaalling observatiion in V (vanad
dium) by SEM: (a) single crysttal with
100 and 400 J. The significant
<100> directtion perpendicu
ular to the surfacce; (b) polycrysstal showing deetailed
decay off the wave iss seen. The
microstructurre in which graain-boundary seeparation is seenn.( laser energy
y 50 J)
wave am
mplitudes afteer traveling
250 um into
i
the targett are only 1/3 of the initial values. Glasss shields weree placed at a sspecific distan
nce behind thee
V targetss were used tto collect and
d analyze the ejected fragm
ments in orderr to evaluate and quantify the extent off
damage. The effects of target thickn
ness, laser eneergy, and pulsse duration weere studied. Caalculations sh
how melting att
ponds to a lasser energy lev
vel of ~ 200 J.
J The recoverred specimenss
a pressurre threshold oof ~150 GPa, which corresp
and fragm
ments show evidence
e
of melting
m
at thee higher enerrgy levels, consistent with the analyticaal predictions.
Spallingiin the monoccrystalline V occurred witth the formattion of cleavaage cracks orriented along
g {100}. Two
o
perpendiccular orientattions are show
wn in Fig. 9aa. The fracturre in polycrysstalline V occcurred by a ductile
d
tearing
g
mechanissm that favorred grain boun
ndaries, Fig. 9b. Experimeentally obtain
ned fragment sizes were co
ompared with
h
predictions from the Grady-Kipp
G
m
model
[26-28]. The spall sttrength of van
nadium under laser loading
g conditions iss
calcu
ulated from the spall thickness.The theoreticall
prediiction of fraagment size, S, when solid spall iss
domiinated by the flow stress, is given by the Grady-Kipp
p
(G-K
K) theory for ductile
d
materiaals. This theorry is based on
n
energgetic considerrations wheree the kinetic energy of an
n
expan
nding body,T
T, and the elasstic energy, U,
U are equated
d
to a dductile fracturre energy, W=Yεc:
T+U≥W

⎛ 6Yε c
This leads to: S = ⎜⎜
2
⎝ ρε&

(3)
(

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

1/ 2

(4)
(

ynamic yield sstress, ρ is den
nsity, εc is thee
wherre Y is the dy
&
critic
cal
strain
to
fa
ailure,
and
is
the
impos
ed strain rate.
ε
Figure 10:Fragment
1
sizze vs. strain ratee.
The strain
s
rate in the
t current exxperiments can
n be estimated
d
r
The ex
xperimentally measured fraagment sizes aare shown in Figure
F
10 and
d
from the expansion off the spalled region.
d with the Graady-Kipp pred
dictions. Thee measured vaalues are loweer than the calculated ones but
b follow thee
compared
same tren
nd.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that laser compression is a viable method to explore the dynamic response of metals to
deformation and failure. The combined use of molecular dynamics and laser experiments can reveal new
mechanisms and the limitations of old mechanisms. The homogeneous dislocation generation model [7] is
confirmed by the molecular dynamics calculations, which also reveal that a large fraction of dislocations generated
under compression are annihilated on release. In the compression of nanocrystalline Cu and Ni interganular shear is
a prevalent deformation mode for grain sizes below 15 nm. Spalling experiments show that the presence of grain
boundaries is important. Monocrystalline V has a higher spall strength than polycrystalline V. The Grady-Kipp [2628] predictions of fragment sizes are compared with experimental values obtained in laser compression experiments.
The fragment sizes experimentally obtained are smaller, by a factor of three, than the predictions from Grady-Kipp.
This research was funded by the UCOP under ILSA. We thank Dr. D. Correll for support and encouragement.
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